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Scottish luxury cashmere manufacturer Johns tons  of Elgin will be impacted by the tariffs . Image credit: Johns tons  of Elgin
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The United Kingdom Fashion & Textile Association (UKFT) is responding to the news that the United States
government will continue to apply an additional 25 percent tariff to several fashion and textile product lines.

The tariffs first went into effect in October 2019 as part of trade disagreements between the U.S. and European
Union. The tariffs will impact high-end and luxury brands including Johnstons of Elgin and John Smedley.

"The impact of the additional tariffs have been devastating for U.K. manufacturers selling to the U.S.A.," said Adam
Mansell, CEO of UKFT, in a statement. "We are the only country to be hit with tariffs on fashion products and the
current situation piles even more pressure on companies already reeling from the impact of COVID-19 and the
hugely uncertain trading situation with the E.U.

"Waiting for the outcome of a potential free trade agreement with the U.S. isn't enough," he said. "We need the
government to take direct action now to support our manufacturing industry."

Textile tariffs
British-manufactured knitwear has been hit the hardest by the trade disputes.

The additional tariffs will be applied sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts and similar articles made of wool, cashmere
and similar textiles. Men's suits will also be impacted, another blow as the category struggles with dwindling
numbers of office-goers.
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British-manufactured textiles  will be hit with extra tariffs  in the U.S. Image credit: John Smedley

"Since October 2019, when the retaliatory additional 25 percent tariff was applied to all of our sales to the U.S., John
Smedley has been forced to absorb this punitive cost in order to maintain the ongoing retail pricing of our collection
and to maintain our existing proposition to our valued customers and clients in the U.S. market," said Bill Leach,
global sales director at John Smedley, in a statement. "As a result, we have experienced significant margin and
profit.

"Should this retaliatory tariff application continue, John Smedley will need to take some tough decisions about our
strategy for the U.S. market," he said.

In June, Prime Minister Boris Johnson's government has announced a new approach to customs procedures starting
Jan. 1 as the United Kingdom will not extend its transition period to untangle itself from the European Union.

The government has acknowledged the COVID-19 outbreak's impact on U.K. companies' ability to prepare for the
impact of leaving the E.U. without a free trade deal. Preparing for a no-deal scenario, the U.K. government will
introduce new border controls in three stages (see story).
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